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A B S T R A C T   

Snakebite envenoming (SBE) is a global public health concern, primarily due to the lack of 
effective antivenom for treating snakebites inflicted by medically significant venomous snakes 
prevalent across various geographic locations. The rising demand for safe, cost-effective, and 
potent snakebite treatments highlights the urgent need to develop alternative therapeutics tar-
geting relevant toxins. This development could provide promising discoveries to create novel 
recombinant solutions, leveraging human monoclonal antibodies, synthetic peptides and nano-
bodies. Such technologies as recombinant DNA, peptide and epitope mapping phage display etc) 
have the potential to exceed the traditional use of equine polyclonal antibodies, which have long 
been used in antivenom production. Recombinant antivenom can be engineered to target certain 
toxins that play a critical role in snakebite pathology. This approach has the potential to produce 
antivenom with improved efficacy and safety profiles. However, there are limitations and chal-
lenges associated with these emerging technologies. Therefore, identifying the limitations is 
critical for overcoming the associated challenges and optimizing the development of recombinant 
antivenoms. This review is aimed at presenting a thorough overview of diverse technologies used 
in the development of recombinant antivenom, emphasizing their limitations and offering in-
sights into prospects for advancing recombinant antivenoms.   

1. Introduction 

Snakes, belonging to the monophyletic group Squamata: Serpentes, comprise approximately 3600 extant species and are found 
across all continents except Antarctica [1,2]. In an evolutionary context, these reptiles are distinguished by their notable absence of 
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limbs, elongated body structure, and strict carnivorous dietary habits [3]. Venomous snakes have specialized venom glands that 
produce a combination of toxins, which they utilize for defensive or survival functions. Using their fangs, these toxins are delivered by 
the snakes into other animals to incapacitate and aid in the digestion process [4,5]. Snake venom toxins can be classified into 63 
distinct families, and among these, four families are identified as significant in clinical contexts. They are 3-finger toxins (3FTxs), 
phospholipases A2 (PLA2), snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMPs), and snake venom serine proteinases (SVSPs). Other protein 
families include cysteine-rich secretory proteins (CRISPs), L-amino acid oxidases (LAAOs), and C-type lectin-like proteins (CTLPs) [6]. 

Snakes release venom into humans as a means of self-defence, and the quantity of venom they inject into their prey or victims 
frequently surpasses the lethal dose by more than 100 times, as noted by Casewell et al. [5]. This has a detrimental impact on human 
victims. The diversity in venom composition at both inter- and intraspecific levels leads to a wide range of snakebite envenoming 
pathologies, posing a significant challenge in developing snakebite treatments that can effectively counteract various venom pa-
thologies. The pathological effects of snakebites encompass a range of issues, such as nerve and muscle dysfunction (neurotoxicity), 
bleeding and clotting problems (hemotoxicity), as well as localized swelling, formation of blisters, and tissue death (cytotoxicity) in the 
area where the snakebite occurred [7]. According to the report by Gutierrez et al. [8], the most severe instances of snakebite en-
venomation typically involve snake species from the Elapidae family (like cobras, kraits, mambas, Australasian species, and sea snakes) 
and the Viperidae family (including rattlesnakes, lance-headed pit vipers, and true vipers). 

Globally, there are around 5.4 million snakebite incidents each year, resulting in an estimated 1.8 to 2.7 million cases of enven-
omation. Furthermore, there are an estimated 81,410 to 137,880 snakebite-related deaths annually, with roughly three times as many 
cases of amputations and other enduring disabilities stemming from these incidents [9]. The majority of snakebite victims are 
impoverished agricultural labourers residing in rural areas [10]. In June 2017, snake envenoming was officially categorized as one of 
the neglected tropical diseases by the World Health Organization [11]. This constitutes a significant public health crisis worldwide due 
to the lack of effective antivenom for treating snakebites inflicted by medically significant venomous snakes prevalent across various 
regions. The most severe snakebite incidents are concentrated in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. In Asia, up to 2 million individuals 
experience snakebite envenomation annually, while in Africa, there are an estimated 435,000 to 580,000 snake bites requiring 
treatment each year [9]. The escalating rates of snakebite-related mortality and amputations in low- and middle-income countries can 
be attributed to the inadequate availability of antivenoms, substandard healthcare services, variations in antivenom efficacy, and 
limited ability to mitigate local damage caused by venom variation intra- and interspecifically. Additionally, adverse reactions to 
antivenom further complicate this issue [12–16]. 

Currently, despite significant progress in technology and science, immunotherapy remains the primary treatment for snakebite 
envenoming. While existing antivenoms are playing a crucial role in saving lives, their limitations have spurred researchers to seek 
alternative neutralizing agents that can enhance or complement traditional antivenom treatment [4]. The development of 

Fig. 1. Antibody formats. (A) Complete IgG (immunoglobulin G) made up of VH and VL (the heavy and light variable domains of antibodies 
respectively) as well as the CL (constant domain of light chains) and CHn (constant domain of heavy chains) (B) Pepsin digestion cleaves IgG at a 
distinct site within the hinge region, resulting in a bivalent fragment that retains both binding sites, known as F (ab’)2. (C) Papain digestion cleaves 
disulfide bonds located near the hinge region, producing a crystallizable fragment composed of the constant segments of two H chains (Fc) and two 
antigen-binding fragments (Fab). The schematic diagram was created with biorender.com. 
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next-generation antivenoms is actively underway, employing various approaches including phage display technology, humanized 
antibody technology, DNA immunization methods, small molecular therapeutics, and single-domain antibodies (nanobodies). 
Furthermore, the production of next-generation antivenom might not be dependent on venoms themselves, instead, it might depend on 
the understanding of venom composition and toxicity for specific snake species. This knowledge will be essential in formulating and 
dosing antivenom, ensuring more effective and targeted treatment [17]. 

This review is aimed at presenting a thorough overview of diverse recombinant technologies used in the development of anti-
venom, emphasizing their limitations and offering insights into prospects for advancing recombinant antivenom. 

2. Traditional antivenom 

One of the earliest experiments conducted using serum therapy was Sewall’s experiments, which demonstrated that immunized 
pigeons could withstand up to six lethal doses of rattlesnake venom mixed with glycerine [18], making it the first evidence of serum 
therapy in snakebite management. Phisalix and Bertrand in 1894 established the antitoxic activity of animal blood immunized with 
European viper venom. Calmette, a disciple of Louis Pasteur, was responsible for developing antivenoms, with McFarland, Tidwell, and 
Venzor following his instructions, marking the beginning of antivenom development. 

Traditional polyvalent antivenoms refer to a concentrated portion or fragment of immunoglobulins sourced from the plasma of 
animals hyperimmunized against specific snake venoms [4]. Traditional antivenom being the only available therapy for snake en-
venomation is currently produced in three formats by enzymatic digestion (papain and pepsin) as shown in Fig. 1 (A - C): Immuno-
globulin Gs (150 kDa) as well as their derivatives like F (ab’)2 fragments (100 kDa) and Fab fragments (50 kDa) [19–21]. 

2.1. Limitations of traditional antivenoms 

2.1.1. Local tissue damage 
Immunoglobulin G and its fragments can effectively mitigate systemic damage by snakebites, but face limitations in treating 

localized tissue damage. These limitations arise from the pharmacodynamic properties of large molecules, preventing efficient anti-
venom penetration into affected local tissues. Consequently, this restriction can lead to enduring motor impairment [8,22,23]. The 
administration of F (ab’)2 and Fab fragments addresses this issue by reducing limb disability and increasing bioavailability due to their 
smaller size, facilitating enhanced tissue penetration [24,25]. However, these fragments exhibit shorter serum half-lives and are 
rapidly cleared from the systemic circulation within an hour of administration. 

2.1.2. Adverse reactions 
Current venom immunization protocols lack a strategic approach to guide antibody specificities towards the most pathogenic 

venom proteins and also overlook the varying immunogenicity of distinct venom components. Consequently, conventional antivenoms 
contain varying antibodies, including those against weak antigens or non-toxic elements, reducing the potency of toxin-specific an-
tibodies. Furthermore, these antivenoms often display inadequate antibody levels against highly pathogenic venom toxins [26]. The 
consequence of this untargeted production approach necessitates the administration of large volumes (20–200 mL) of antivenom for a 
curative impact, significantly increasing the likelihood of patients experiencing antivenom-induced adverse reactions [4,5]. 

These adverse reactions can be categorized into early and late adverse reactions. The early adverse reactions, such as anaphylactic 
and pyrogenic reactions, manifest within 24 h of antivenom administration and may include symptoms such as urticaria, nausea, colic, 
vomiting, generalized rash, chills, and, less commonly, hypotension, bronchospasm and angioneurotic oedema. Conversely, late re-
actions, identified as serum sickness, involve the humoral immune system response against the antibodies in the antivenom. This 
manifests as itching, fever, rashes, joint pain, proteinuria, and glomerulonephritis, typically occurring between 5 and 24 days after 
treatment [16,27]. In severe cases, antivenoms can trigger anaphylactic shock, which can potentially lead to death. 

Reported incidences of adverse reactions following diverse antivenom treatments exhibit significant variability. Acute reactions 
were observed in 23–56 % of patients, with some cases showing high rates of serum sickness (up to 75 %). Conversely, certain studies 
reported a relatively low rate of approximately 10 %, for these complications [28–33]. This inconsistency primarily arises from the fact 
that older immunoglobulin-based antivenoms had numerous side effects. In contrast, newer, refined equine antivenoms containing F 
(ab’)2 or Fab fragments result in fewer adverse reactions due to their reduced immunogenicity and improved safety profiles [34]. 

Adulterated antivenoms present additional challenges, ranging from minimal efficacy to serious safety risks [35,36]. The effec-
tiveness and safety of antivenoms are influenced by diverse factors, including the physicochemical properties of formulations, 
immunoglobulin fragments and antibody purity, presence of protein aggregates, endotoxin levels, preservative content, batch con-
sistency, and the ability to neutralize key toxins in targeted venoms. Ensuring the efficacy and safety of antivenoms is crucial for 
manufacturers [37]. In response to these challenges, supplementary agents are administered with antivenom to mitigate adverse 
reactions. One example is hydrocortisone, although it has shown limited efficacy in reducing adverse reactions or delaying their onset 
in patients [38]. Despite these challenges, traditional antivenom remains the established and primary treatment for snakebites. 

2.1.3. High cost of traditional antivenom 
The socioeconomic impact of snakebite envenoming has been extensively documented but largely neglected by the global health 

community for many years. Every year, millions of individuals in low and middle-income countries experience the threat of death, 
disability, and societal disadvantage due to snakebite envenoming (SBE) with lack of access to suitable treatment. Health-economic 
considerations deeply influence all facets of this overlooked problem [39,40]. Currently, the global landscape comprises 46 
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antivenom producers [41], contributing to the low investment in the industry leading to the high cost of antivenom. The existing 
methods for antivenom production entail four key components, and each of these components contributes to the overall manufacturing 
cost of antivenom (Fig. 2). 

2.1.4. Limited efficacy of antivenom 
The efficacy of antivenom is significantly influenced by the source of snake venoms used in horse immunization for antivenom 

production. This results in diverse venom composition among immunized species and those causing snakebite incidents across various 
geographic locations. Moreover, intraspecific variations stemming from geographic and ontogenetic differences also play a role in 
determining efficacy [37]. Additionally, different toxin categories exhibit varying levels of antigenicity, with low-molecular-weight 
toxins being less immunogenic than their high-molecular-weight counterparts. This discrepancy can lead to suboptimal antibody 
responses in the production animal, thereby limiting the antivenom’s efficacy against toxic yet non-immunogenic venom components 
[17]. Furthermore, captivity significantly influences snake venom composition, resulting in substantial distinctions between wild and 
captive snakes. Venom production is influenced by factors such as size, sex, and age, with larger snakes and adult females, like Bothrops 
leucurus, displaying increased venom production compared to smaller snakes and adult males. Additionally, older animals may not be 
suitable for antivenom production due to their decreased ability to mount effective immune responses [42,43]. 

2.2. Alternative approach to using immunoglobulin G antibody 

Although alternative and supplementary treatments for SBE are under development, commercializing them will require a signif-
icant amount of time. Hence, improving the current antivenom therapy is crucial for an immediate reduction in the global burden of 
SBE. Utilizing production hosts like chickens and ostriches for IgY-based antivenom production presents a non-invasive and cost- 
effective method [44]. IgY antivenoms offer advantages over traditional equine IgGs, including cost-effectiveness, as approximately 
63 chickens can produce antibodies equivalent to a horse annually. Moreover, IgY antibodies do not activate the complement system, 
potentially allowing for larger doses to be administered to patients. However, comprehensive pre-clinical studies are necessary to 
validate the therapeutic efficacy of chicken IgY antivenoms [43,45]. 

3. Recombinant antivenom technology 

The evolutionary path of snake antivenom development, requires the integration of diverse knowledge levels into a unified 
framework. The integration of omics technologies and related disciplines has made significant qualitative and quantitative ad-
vancements, accelerating the journey towards recombinant antivenom technology [46]. However, given the advancements in modern 
biotechnological methods, the most critical toxins in the venom have been identified and characterized. Effective neutralization of 

Fig. 2. Traditional antivenom production steps.  
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such toxins, holds the potential to counter the effects of in vivo envenomation [47]. When selecting a specific snake venom for antitoxin 
discovery, the subsequent step involves identifying the medically most significant venom toxins for neutralization. In traditional 
antivenom production, this concern is not present as entire venoms are utilized for immunizing animals, allowing antibodies to be 
generated against all venom components in a polyclonal manner. Fig. 3 (A - E) provides an overview of the recombinant antibody 
fragments used in next generation antivenomunder development. 

The adoption of recombinant technology offers significant advantages over conventional antivenom therapy, demonstrating 
enhanced efficacy and reduced adverse reactions in preclinical models [48]. Additionally, recombinant technology provides cost 
benefits, with studies indicating a reduction in production costs [40,49,50]. In comparison, animal-derived antivenoms typically range 
from USD 13 to $1120 per treatment, while recombinantly produced monovalent and polyvalent antivenoms can be manufactured at 
approximately USD 20 to $225 and USD 48 to $1354 per treatment, respectively [51]. Research suggests that producing antivenoms on 
a large scale using a combination of recombinant antibodies, which would require an estimated quantity of 500–2000 kg of thera-
peutically active antibodies, could be achieved at a cost of approximately US$55 to $65 per gram. This approach could effectively treat 
the approximately 1 million individuals bitten by snakes annually in sub-Saharan Africa [52,53]. However, before introducing re-
combinant antivenoms into clinical practice, it’s essential to establish specific guidelines and classify them appropriately as either 
blood products or biotherapeutics [54]. 

3.1. Antivenom development using venom-independent immunization techniques 

Eliminating the need for venom in antivenom production can significantly reduce the laborious and potentially risky tasks related 
to handling venomous animals. Nonetheless, venom remains essential for ensuring the quality and efficacy of antivenom through 
quality control and research validation [55]. One innovative approach involves a gene-based method that has been developed to create 
toxin-specific antivenom. This approach utilizes gene sequence information to differentiate venom toxins from non-toxins and employs 
bioinformatics tools to identify conserved regions (epitopes) among related toxins (derived from the same gene family). These epitopes 
are linked to form an ‘epitope-string,’ which, upon immunization, triggers the production of numerous toxin-specific antibodies 
capable of neutralizing venom-induced harm [5,56,57]. Another method involves using in-silico models to simulate systemic snakebite 
envenomation and treatment. By analyzing molecular size and key pharmacokinetic parameters, the model enables comparative 
simulations of antivenoms with different molecular formats. A case study using this model for simulated treatment of N. sumatrana 

Fig. 3. Immunoglobulin formats used in modern technologies. (A) scFv monoclonal antibody fragment is a fusion protein formed by combining the 
variable regions of heavy and light chains of immunoglobulins using a short linker peptide. (B) Nanobody is an antigen-binding VHH fragments 
originating from the heavy chain of IgG antibodies. (C) Nanobody fused to the Fc region of human immunoglobulin. (D) Heavy chain antibodies 
(HCAbs) recognize target antigens using a single chain containing a variable element referred to as camelid single domain antibody (VHH). (E) 
Bispecific nanobodies consist of two nanobodies designed to bind to distinct antigens simultaneously. VH and VL denote the heavy and light variable 
domains of antibodies. Other abbreviations include: CL (constant domain of light chains), CHn (constant domain of heavy chains), Fc (crystallizable 
fragment of antibodies), scFv (single-chain antibody fragment), VHH (heavy chain variable domain antibodies), HCAb (Camelid heavy chain 
antibody derived formats) and IgG (immunoglobulin G). The schematic diagram was created with biorender.com. 
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envenomation highlights significant dose reductions that could be achieved through the adoption of recombinant antivenoms [20]. 
In proteomics, three primary strategies exist for identifying proteins in a sample: bottom-up, middle-down, and top-down [58]. The 

commonly used bottom-up approach involves enzymatic digestion of the sample into peptides, followed by mass spectrometry 
sequencing for protein identification. On the other hand, top-down proteomics is an emerging approach that directly analyzes intact 
proteins fragmented and sequenced using mass spectrometry. When top-down is not feasible, the middle-down approach is a 
compromise, involving enzymatic digestion into longer peptides for identification [59]. Regarding snake genomics, only 21 complete 
snake genomes are sequenced currently. Advances in sequencing technologies are anticipated to address challenges like venom 
diversification and repeat sequences during assembly. Third-generation sequencing technologies show promise in mitigating these 
challenges and enhancing accuracy. Sequencing more venomous snake genomes will deepen our insights into adaptation and venom 
evolution [3]. 

3.2. Alternative approaches utilizing venom dependency for immunization 

In the field of antivenom development, various strategies have been employed to enhance efficacy and mitigate challenges. In the 
early 1980s, New and collaborators pioneered the use of liposomes made of sphingomyelin-cholesterol to encapsulate venom from 
Echis carinatus snakes, demonstrating its potential to elicit robust immune responses in mice, rabbits, and sheep [60]. Within 
venom-dependent approaches, innovative methods involving improved delivery systems, adjuvants, and detoxification techniques 
have been introduced to augment immune responses and enhance antibody neutralization of toxins. For instance, in Brazil, producing 
coral antivenom involves combining venoms from Micrurus frontalis and Micrurus corallinus, which can be challenging to obtain in 
adequate quantities. To address this limitation, researchers have explored alternative strategies, including the use of synthetic and 
recombinant antigens [61]. Additionally, nanoparticle adjuvant IMS3012 has emerged as a promising alternative to emulsion adju-
vants, showing superior immunopotentiation capacity and safety in donor animals, particularly during the primary phase of antivenom 
immunization [62]. 

Innovative molecular engineering has led to the creation of a novel recombinant fusion protein, proficiently expressed in E. coli. 
This fusion protein combines crotamine and sphingomyelinase D and represents a promising immunogen to boost the reactivity of 
Mexican pit viper antivenoms against crotamine. Although initial tests were conducted in mice, further experiments employing ex vivo 
or in vitro models are essential for a comprehensive understanding of protamine neutralization. These findings underscore the potential 
of protamine-enriched venoms and the recombinant fusion protein as valuable immunogens to enhance neutralization potency against 
protamine, thus offering a pathway to improved Mexican antivenoms [63]. 

Fig. 4. Major steps involved in pluribody technology. The numbers represent ordered steps involved. PBMC denote peripheral blood mononuclear 
cell and VHH is heavy chain variable domain antibodies. Schematic diagram was created with biorender.com. 
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3.2.1. Pluribody technology 
Pluribody technology is an innovative approach that utilizes genetically engineered plants to produce a diverse array of antibodies, 

referred to as pluribodies, that mimic those found in hyperimmunized camels. This technology leverages the natural defence mech-
anism of virus superinfection exclusion, resulting in diverse antibody-producing mosaics being produced consistently in plant leaves. 
The recombinant antivenom created through this process, using genetic data from immune cells in camels accurately mimics the toxin- 
binding properties of the immune response (Fig. 4). These properties resemble the venom-binding profile observed in equine anti-
venom [64]. Plant-based production systems offer distinct advantages, including ease of scalability, cost-efficiency, and an improved 
safety profile [43]. 

Through a synthetic biological approach, pluribodies, the first plant-made recombinant polyclonal antibodies, were successfully 
created. Camels were immunized with venom fractions from Bothrops asper, resulting in the development of an immune VHH library. 
The pluribody-based formulation, derived from camels, exhibited the ability to neutralize toxin activities and provided effective 
protection to mice against lethal doses of venom [64]. Additionally, the study advocates for the utilization of plant cells to produce 
scFvBaP1, emphasizing its potential as a biotechnological alternative to horse immunization protocols for human therapy against 
snakebites [4,65]. 

Pluribodies show a promising potential in vitro model but exhibit limitations in effectively neutralizing small toxins or complex 
venoms. Parreno et al. [64] suggested leveraging plant biofactories for the production of recombinant polyclonal antibodies. However, 
utilizing plants as expression systems for antibodies poses challenges such as restricted protein yields, non-human glycosylation 
patterns, and the necessity of extracting and purifying antibodies from the plant matrix, characterized by abundant cellulose, lignin, 
and other polymeric macromolecules. Addressing these challenges is essential to enhance and optimize the viability of plant-based 
antibody production [66]. 

3.2.2. Phage display technology 
The phage display technology provides a promising approach in antivenom research by avoiding the need for extensive immu-

nization and screening procedures. It effectively addresses challenges associated with high toxicity and low immunogenicity of the 
target protein. This technology capitalizes on the connection between the genetic blueprint (genotype) of antibodies and their 
observable characteristics (phenotype). This connection is established by integrating antibody genes, specifically single-chain variable 
fragments (scFvs) or single-domain antibody fragments (VHHs or Nanobodies) [15,67], into the DNA of bacteriophages. These 
modified bacteriophages display the antibody peptide sequence on their outer coat, facilitating the study and analysis of antibodies 
within a phage context [35]. The selection process in phage display involves constructing a library of proteins or peptides linked to the 

Fig. 5. Steps involved in phage display technology. VH and VL are variable heavy chain and variable light chain respectively. The schematic diagram 
was developed with biorender.com. 
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coat proteins of phage virions. During the in vitro selection, a target is affixed to a surface, and phages with strong affinity bind to it. 
These selected phages are then extracted, amplified, and subjected to further rounds of binding selection [68]. The resulting pool of 
phages is isolated, and characterized, and the proteins or peptides are then expressed for functional screening (Fig. 5). In this tech-
nology, deselection steps can be introduced to improve specificity by removing undesired binders from the pool. Various bacterio-
phage systems, including T4, lambda, and filamentous M13 bacteriophages, can be employed for phage display [69]. Each of these 
systems has its own set of advantages and limitations. In recent years, the M13 phage has been extensively utilized and is the sole phage 
system explored specifically within the field of toxicology [70]. 

The biotinylation method proves effective for utilizing snake toxins as antigens in phage display selection experiments. It highlights 
the importance of achieving an optimal biotin-to-toxin ratio for successful outcomes in these experiments. Biotinylated antigens can be 
effectively presented by immobilizing them onto streptavidin using a linker, enabling precise control of concentration and preservation 
of their native conformation. However, this biotinylation process may introduce an additional step and potentially interfere with 
optimal selection sites. Utilizing biotinylation and streptavidin capture for the immobilization of phospholipase A2 may offer improved 
selection conditions for the discovery of toxin-binding single-chain variable fragments (scFvs) via phage display [68,71]. The hy-
drophobic nature of aliphatic linkers can cause biotinylated toxins to precipitate. To address this concern, the use of hydrophilic linkers 
like the polyethene glycol linker with four repeat units (PEG4-linker), particularly for smaller snake toxins, can help mitigate this issue. 
Furthermore, the length of the linker can influence antigen presentation and potentially affect phage display selection experiments. 
Biotinylation and streptavidin capture could potentially lead to toxin crowding, making parts or the entire toxin antigen inaccessible 
for effective binding interactions [68]. 

The outcomes of a phage display experiment are influenced by various factors, such as the incorporation of deselection steps to 
eliminate undesired antibody fragments, the affinity of the displayed antibody fragments, the extent of antibody display, antigen 
immobilization and presentation, and clonal variation. Clonal variation can impact processes related to antibody fragments like 
translation, folding, transport, and fusion stability. This can potentially cause amplification biases favouring phage virions that display 
unwanted antibody fragments [68,72]. Truncated phage virions, which are less metabolically straining on host cells [73], rapidly 
multiply, generating a larger quantity of non-antigen binding virions, which dominate the phage virion pool. In phage display 
technology, a challenge arises during amplification where antibody fragments possessing toxicity to bacteria may be eliminated due to 
adverse selection pressure [74,75]. This growth bias can be undesired and disrupt the successful isolation of high-affinity toxin binders 
in phage display experiments. Additionally, amber codons present in single-chain variable fragment (scFv) during phage display se-
lection experiments may be misinterpreted as glutamate in certain organisms. Tomlinson libraries deliberately introduce amber co-
dons following the myc-tag, enabling complete biosynthesis in TG1 cells while halting protein synthesis in non-suppressor strains. This 
deliberate design facilitates the straightforward expression of soluble scFvs following phage infection, streamlining the experimental 
process [68]. Amber codons have been identified as triggers for premature protein synthesis, as demonstrated in studies by Wu et al. 
[76] and Roncolato et al. [77]. Several strategies can be employed to mitigate this issue, including sequencing phagemid DNA, 
incorporating a codon that encodes glutamate, or synthesizing the complete scFv gene construct [78]. However, these approaches can 
be laborious and time-intensive. Another study by Laustsen [35] emphasizes the detrimental impact of amplification bias on phage 
display selection, favouring high-affinity binder phages over those with lower affinity or poorly assembled binders. It emphasizes the 
significance of maintaining optimal phage particle display levels during panning for efficient outcomes. Furthermore, the study reveals 
how different immobilization techniques can impact antigen presentation, potentially leading to the creation of suboptimal particles 
that exhibit increased binding capacity. Despite these limitations, integrating toxicogenomics and phage display in toxin analysis offers 
potential for advancing the development of synthetic or recombinant antivenom. 

3.2.3. Humanized antibody technology 
Humanized antibody technology is a potential strategy for improving the treatment of envenomation. Traditional methods relying 

on animal antisera have faced challenges due to impurities and the non-human origin of antibodies, leading to immunogenic reactions 
in patients [79]. The growing interest in utilizing human monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) to address animal envenomings stems from 
their flexibility, suitability for the human immune system, proven effectiveness across diverse applications, and the cost-efficiency 
associated with culturing mammalian cells [80]. Utilizing monoclonal antibody technology has shown promise in enhancing pro-
duction efficiency and cost-effectiveness, paving the way for “next-generation antivenom”. This approach involves tailored mixtures of 
human monoclonal antibodies designed to target essential toxins in snake venoms [47,67,81]. The development of humanized or fully 
human monoclonal antibodies targeting venom toxins represents a significant advancement, enabling faster diffusion, improved tissue 
biodistribution, and less immunogenicity compared to traditional polyclonal preparations [67]. 

The process of humanizing antibodies, although aiming for therapeutic safety, does not assure complete safety due to potential 
CD4+ helper T cell epitopes within Complementarity Determining Regions (CDR) domains. Therefore, modifications to the CDRs of 
antibodies can be undertaken to decrease immunogenicity while preserving affinity and specificity for the antigen, as suggested by 
Harding et al. [82]. Antibody phage display technology can also be employed for the in vitro discovery of human antibodies [83], 
replicating the human immune system within a controlled laboratory environment using bacteriophages to display antibodies [25]. A 
phage display-based pipeline has been established to identify and enhance high-affinity, broadly-neutralizing human monoclonal 
antibodies. These antibodies effectively reduce lethality caused by elapid snake venom and significantly improve survival in mice 
exposed to specific venom types [84,85]. Furthermore, research by Ledsgaard et al. [86] and Ledsgaard et al. [54] has demonstrated 
the potential for complete neutralization of entire snake venom using a single recombinant monoclonal antibody, suggesting that a 
solitary monoclonal antibody holds promise in preventing lethality in venoms containing dominant toxin groups. 

The potential of larger biomolecular therapies, including monoclonal human single chain variable fragments (scFvs) and complete 
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monoclonal human IgGs show promise for inhibiting snake venom components in the future [15,87–89]. However, their size can 
impede tissue penetration, affecting efficacy against viper bites. Single-domain antibodies (sdAb) derived from heavy chain variable 
domains are being investigated for potential future antivenoms [90]. Another significant drawback of utilizing monoclonal antibodies 
lies in the necessity to address the diverse and varied toxic components present in most venom types. However, utilizing proteomics to 
identify venom toxin epitopes enables the selection of the most medically relevant toxins. This approach can lead to the development of 
more precisely targeted and safer products, reducing hypersensitivity reactions and potentially resulting in antivenoms that are more 
potent and effective [40]. 

3.2.4. DNA immunization approach 
The DNA immunization approach involves innovative strategies for antivenom development. This method includes administering 

short or full-length toxins into animals based on amino acid sequences or introducing a plasmid encoding the relevant gene into animal 
cells using a Gene Gun. These approaches induce a toxin-specific immune response and subsequent antibody production by B lym-
phocytes [55]. Experimental exploration of immunization using cDNA encoding these pertinent toxins has shown promising results 
[55,91]. 

DNA synthesis presents a cost-effective option compared to peptides and recombinant proteins for antivenom development. By 
employing a computational pipeline, significant epitopes for antivenom production can be predicted using toxin sequences from 
medically relevant snakes. Through bioinformatics analysis involving sequence conservation and protein toxicity scoring, the most 
important conserved epitopes can be identified and incorporated into a DNA construct for immunization. Leveraging on in silico tools 
offers the advantage of analyzing sequence similarities between different species [92]. However, further bioinformatics ‘fine tuning’ 
may be necessary to eliminate sequences resembling human proteins in order to prevent cross-recognition [93]. Additionally, a 
broadly neutralizing antibody pool with cross-reactive properties can be generated using interspecies conserved toxins [43]. This 
method is particularly advantageous for venoms reliant on a limited number of toxins, such as the South American rattlesnake Crotalus 
durissus. Key toxins like neuro- and myotoxic PLA2, crotoxin, along with a thrombin-like serine proteinase, are essential for its venom 
toxicity. Immunization with these specific toxins is likely to yield an antivenom capable of effectively neutralizing the most significant 
toxic effects of the entire venom. However, antivenom production requires a substantial amount of venom for immunization and 
subsequent quality control processes. While obtaining venom from abundant snake species presents no challenges, collecting and 
maintaining venom sources for certain species is difficult due to national conservation policies or significant declines in their natural 
populations [94,95]. 

DNA immunization designed for human use encounters challenges in achieving high IgG titers, despite success in pre-clinical 
models. To address this shortcoming, studies have explored priming with DNA immunization followed by boosting with recombi-
nant proteins, aiming to reduce the necessary protein antigen [96,97]. Another potential strategy involves combining DNA immu-
nization with adjuvants, offering prospects for antivenom production. Future advancements may incorporate peptides or antibodies 
within liposomes to achieve targeted payload delivery, specifically targeting professional antigen-presenting cells or T helper cells 
using DNA sequences for immunization. The efficacy of this approach could further be enhanced by incorporating successful meth-
odologies from gene therapy and DNA vaccination research [55]. 

3.2.5. Small molecular therapeutics (SMTs) 
Small Molecular Therapeutics (SMTs) are designed to target specific enzymatic toxins, which make them potentially unsuitable as 

standalone therapeutic solutions. However, their potential lies in being adjunctive treatments, reinforcing agents for hybrid anti-
venoms, or aiding in initial medical care within healthcare [25]. Combinations of these inhibitors have the potential to effectively 
neutralize medically significant snake venoms across various species [98–100]. Synthetic compounds have been shown to inhibit snake 
venom toxins, particularly targeting snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMPs) and phospholipase A2 (PLA2). Inhibitors like chelating 
agents and hydroxamate peptidomimetics effectively hinder venom activity. For example, inhibitors like Varespladib and its de-
rivatives have shown efficacy in inhibiting PLA2 activity in venom [101,102]. 

Snake venoms, particularly from the Viperidae family, contain enzymatic components with specific active sites relying on a minimal 
set of amino acids. Batimastat and Marimastat, categorized as small molecule inhibitors, appeared promising in mitigating the effects 
of venom from the snake species Echis ocellatus in mice [98]. These inhibitors have demonstrated efficacy in inhibiting various venom 
activities, especially hemorrhagic actions. The speed of administration influenced the degree of hemorrhage inhibition, with faster 
administration yielding better results, and Batimastat showed better effectiveness in inhibiting hemorrhagic activity compared to 
Marimastat [90,103,104]. 

Metal chelators like EDTA, categorized as small molecule enzymatic inhibitors, have also demonstrated the ability to mitigate toxic 
effects induced by specific snake venoms [105,106]. These inhibitors target enzymatically active toxins by mimicking natural sub-
strates or scavenging vital co-factors essential for the toxin’s function as reported by Laustsen [80]. However, it is important to note 
that there are currently no commercially available small molecule inhibitors designed specifically for treating snakebite envenoming 
[107]. 

3.2.6. Single-domain antibodies (nanobodies) technology 
Single-domain antibodies (nanobodies) present a viable option for future antivenoms due to their small size, specificity, stability, 

and high epitope affinity. These nanobodies produced through microbial expression systems, exhibit strong and specific binding to 
target molecules, demonstrating high affinity, robustness, rapid distribution, and low immunogenicity in humans [79]. In comparison 
to intact monoclonal antibodies, single-chain variable fragments (scFvs) exhibit favourable characteristics, including a low molecular 
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weight, which reduces their immunogenicity and enhances economic viability. However, scFvs face challenges such as lower avidity 
and issues related to stability, solubility, and affinity, necessitating ongoing research to optimize their production processes [67,108]. 
Conversely, VHHs, representing the smallest functional antibody fragments, resembling F (ab’) antibody domains, offer improved 
tissue penetration due to their small size, high solubility, tissue permeability, stability, interactions with inaccessible sites, and low 
immunogenicity. These properties make them promising for various biomedical applications such as research, diagnostics, and therapy 
[67]. Additionally, nanobodies have demonstrated therapeutic potentials against Bothrops atrox snake venom-induced envenoming, 
effectively neutralizing local tissue hemorrhage and myonecrosis, although their efficacy in preventing venom lethality requires 
further investigation [109]. 

Nanobodies, characterized by their low molecular weight, are rapidly eliminated primarily through renal clearance, with over 50 % 
elimination within 1 h [110]. However, their clinical effectiveness is impeded by challenges such as low stability, solubility, and 
affinity [111]. To address these issues, leveraging multivalent binding proteins as a technology platform has been proposed to enhance 
nanobodies’ potency. This involves assembling multiple binding domains within a single molecule, augmenting both molecular size 
and functional affinity. This approach shows promise in improving the efficacy and pharmacokinetic properties of nanobodies, 
enabling effective targeting of complex toxin mixtures like snake venoms [112]. Despite this promise, these alternatives have not yet 
advanced to clinical application. Future research is anticipated to focus on nanobodies and human antibody formats, showcasing their 
potential to advance snakebite treatments [66,113]. 

4. Comparing the strengths and weaknesses of traditional and recombinant antivenom 

Traditional antivenom, a long-standing century-old approach, and recombinant antivenom, a more recent development, each 
possess their own set of advantages and drawbacks, as presented in Table 1. 

5. Future perspectives 

In the dynamic realm of snakebite research, scientists are exploring the development of recombinant antivenoms. This cutting-edge 
approach leverages the power of sequencing and "-omics” technologies to create adaptable therapeutic solutions capable of effectively 
countering a wide range of venom types. Although the proteomic profiles of over 200 snake species are now accessible, researchers are 
still diligently conducting functional studies to pinpoint the specific toxins responsible for snake envenomation [35,79]. 

Another promising avenue in this quest involves the use of short peptides with modified structural properties as lead molecules. 
This approach offers a significant advantage over traditional phage antibodies [118,119]. However, due to the cost implications of 
synthesizing these lead peptides, researchers have to focus on optimizing production processes to achieve larger yields [5,27,120]. 

The field of toxin neutralization for antivenom sera is witnessing the emergence of aptamers as a promising substitute for tradi-
tional antibodies. These aptamers show great potential for enhanced production, storage, and safety, despite facing inherent challenges 
[121]. To maximize the neutralization capacity of antivenoms, it is crucial that they possess molecular weights comparable to the 
target toxins. This characteristic ensures efficient bioavailability, even in deep tissues, thus, facilitating effective neutralization [67]. 

Moreover, in the battle against snakebite envenomation, regional collaboration, increased investment, and financial support are 
imperative. This collaborative approach would ensure that all snakebite victims receive suitable and timely antivenom treatments, 

Table 1 
The strengths and weaknesses of traditional and recombinant antivenom.  

Aspect Traditional Antivenom Recombinant Antivenom Reference 
(s) 

Venom Diversity May effectively neutralize a wide range of snake 
species and venom types due to the use of whole 
venoms for immunization. 

May struggle to completely neutralize all snake species or venom 
types due to the specific targeting of venom components or toxins. 

[17,27,42, 
114] 

Regulatory 
Approval 

Typically has a more straightforward and well- 
established regulatory approval process. 

May face a more intricate and time-consuming regulatory approval 
process, potentially causing delays in availability. 

[40,53,54] 

Stability and 
Storage 

Generally, has a longer shelf life, more stable storage 
conditions, and consistent dosing. 

Could require specific stability and storage conditions, potentially 
having a shorter shelf life, dose variations, and potential renal 
elimination. 

[77] 

Adverse Reactions Can elicit adverse reactions, including anaphylaxis, 
requiring medical supervision and monitoring. 

Carries the potential for adverse reactions, necessitating thorough 
medical supervision and monitoring. 

[16,27,81, 
115] 

Clinical Efficacy 
and Safety 

Well-established clinical efficacy and safety through 
extensive use and trials. 

Clinical efficacy and safety may be less comprehensively 
established, with uncertainty about long-term effectiveness and 
safety. 

[48,116, 
117] 

Cost Typically ranges from USD 13 to $1120 per 
treatment. 

Potentially more cost-effective, with estimates of approximately 
USD 20 to $225 for monovalent and USD 48 to $1354 for 
polyvalent recombinant antivenoms per treatment. 

[51] 

Scalability May be limited by the availability of venom sources 
and animal immunization. 

Offers potential for large-scale production, providing cost-effective 
solutions for regions with high snakebite incidents. 

[52,53] 

Production 
Advancements 

Rely on traditional methods and do not integrate 
modern biotechnological advances. 

Benefit from modern biotechnological advancements and targeted 
toxin identification, potentially enhancing efficacy and reducing 
adverse reactions. 

[35,46,47]  
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ultimately saving lives [122]. The assessment of in vivo neutralization of snake venoms involves a protocol in which toxins and an-
tibodies are pre-incubated in rodents before injection. While this method enhances reproducibility and comparability between anti-
venoms, it does not precisely simulate real-life envenomation and treatment situations. Therefore, evaluating the neutralizing capacity 
in separate experiments is more pertinent for a comprehensive assessment [81]. 

Looking ahead to the future of antivenom manufacturing, researchers are exploring the use of transgenic animals with a human 
antibody repertoire. This innovative approach holds the promise of enhancing safety and enabling early administration to victims, 
potentially improving treatment and recovery outcomes by reducing the risk of adverse reactions [55,123]. 

6. Conclusions 

The journey to revolutionize snakebite care with novel antivenoms is marked by both groundbreaking breakthroughs and 
formidable barriers. The fusion of cutting-edge technologies has enabled the development of recombinant antivenoms, offering 
adaptable therapeutic remedies effective against diverse venom types. However, the complex task of identifying specific toxins in 
snake venoms remains a challenge. The use of short peptides with modified structural properties shows promise but is accompanied by 
cost considerations, which researchers are actively addressing. Aptamers are emerging as potential substitutes for traditional anti-
bodies, offering advantages in production, storage, and safety. To optimize neutralization capacity, antivenoms must possess mo-
lecular weights similar to target toxins, ensuring efficient bioavailability, even in deep tissues. Enhanced regional collaboration and 
increased support are vital to ensure timely antivenom treatment for snakebite victims. While in vivo neutralization protocols enhance 
comparability, their limitations necessitate separate experiments for a comprehensive assessment. Looking to the future, the use of 
transgenic animals with human antibody repertoires holds promise for safer and more efficient antivenom manufacturing. Despite the 
barriers, the pursuit of novel antivenoms continues to advance snakebite care, offering hope for improved treatment and outcomes for 
snakebite victims worldwide. 
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